On the basis of analysing the structural characteristics and performance of CWM additive derived from coal (hereafter called ADC) in CWM preparation, this paper described the relationship between structure and property of ADC using bonding factor and hydrophobic/hydrophilic factor of CWM additive's structural activity, propounded two kinds of characteristic parameters for determining structural activity of CWM additive, and discussing their effects on the performance of additive in CWM preparation.
1.
The Molecule Compositions and Structural Characteristics of ADC
In recent years experimental ADC is a type of macromolecular organic compounds extracted from coal. Details on the preparing method of ADC were described elsewhere. The basic structure formula of ADC molecule can be measured by physical and chemical methods.
It has been determined that the ADC molecule is a big complex form consisting of many similar structural units, each structural unit is formed of nucleus, bridge bonds and functional groups.
1 Nucleuses
The structural units of ADC molecule all contain five-atom rings and six-atom rings, which may be presented in the single-ring and/or condensation ring by two or more rings. Most of them are benzene rings, and sometimes, are naphthalene, anthracene, quinone, pyrrole, furan, thiophene, pyridine, etc. Lastly, aromatic nucleuses are condensed or polymerized by these rings. 1 (1) Using Electronegativity of Group as the Criterion of Bonding Factor
As we know, the electronegativity (X) expresses attracting ability of atom to electron in molecule, so the difference between two bonding atom's electronegativities represents ionic extent of the bond. The electronegativity of group (Xg) is the electronegativity of the "first" atom participating S is non-bonding electron number, K is isolation coefficient (=2.7), and i is the order number of isolation atoms. More details on the above formula had been described elsewhere6,7). The calculating results of X, values for some active groups in CWM additives are shown in Table 2 . On the grounds of a great deal of research about surface properties of heteropolar organic compounds, the hydrophobicity of organic molecule may be measured by the hydrophobic bonding energy of its non-polar alkyl chain; while its hydrophilicity, including hydration ability of the polar part in molecule, can be measured by the ionic extent percent of polar group or chemical bonding . 
